What’s the Value?

Bringing the industry operators, service providers, and government entities together with the shared goal of supporting and advancing the knowledge management framework (data model) we depend on

• Networking and Knowledge Sharing
• Development of solutions and tools
• Industry interoperability
Shared Purpose and Powerful Collaboration

• Decades of experience, both industry and technical, within the PODS organization
  ▪ BOD, TCG, TCDM, Workgroups

• Established events and communications
  ▪ Annual Member Forum
  ▪ Annual Conference
  ▪ Webinars
  ▪ Newsletters
  ▪ Networking Opportunities
  ▪ Membership Portal

• Members get out of PODS what they put in
Data Model Solutions

• Service provider created and supported solutions
  ▪ Pure data management
  ▪ Advanced spatial analysis
  ▪ Reporting

• Lower cost to Operator entry

• Cross organization benefits in tool development
Interoperability

- More efficient data sharing
  - Faster
  - Cheaper
  - More Complete
- Already have 160+ partners
  - Service Providers
  - Regulatory Agencies
  - Partners
  - Buyers/Sellers
After lunch: Business Value Panel Discussion

Why Next Gen provides a compelling business value

Panelists
Todd Patterson – Buckeye Partners, L.P.
Craig Hawkins – Crestwood
Patrick Boes – Global
Jackie Smith - Williams